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Abstract: Blockchain system has various advantages in transaction data storage. Due to the distributed nature of 

blockchain, security becomes a concern to store private data. In literature, many techniques to maintain security in 

the blockchain is proposed. But the conventional data security schemes are not alone sufficient to incorporate 

complete security in blockchain. Hence in this paper, a blockchain management system with three layers of security 

is proposed. The proposed blockchain system is suggested for E-health record (EHR). The proposed system includes 

three layers, and the first layer contains a user authentication wall, which is used to verify the user based on unique 

user id, password and usage pattern. A tri-factor mechanism is used to verify the usage pattern of the user. In the 

second layer, the EHR manager is used to verify the query based on policy. The policy contains 48 rules, which is 

used to analyse the query to grand or denied access. The final layer consists of lightweight 16-bit XOR cryptography 

used to store the data as cybertext. The proposed system is evaluated using three medical datasets, and its 

performances are evaluated based on turnaround time, tardiness, actual time delay and average actual time delay. 

The simulation performance of the proposed technique, that turnaround time is 55ms, tardiness is 150ms, and actual-

time delay is 160ms. The encryption time of Data 1, Data 2 and Data 3 is 550ms, 50ms, and 1150ms, respectively. 

On the other hand, the proposed technique consumed time for decryption of Data 1, Data 2 and Data 3 is 1750ms, 

65ms, and 1450ms, respectively. The performance analysis proves the effectiveness of the proposed system. 

Ultimately, the proposed blockchain management system is more suitable for enhancing the security for handling 

health records. 

Keywords: Blockchain, E-health record, XOR cryptography, Blockchain data security, User authentication, EHR 

manager. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Blockchain is the process of storing information 

in which cheating, hacking, and changes are avoided 

in the system [1]. It is the digital ledger of the 

transaction and the ledger-based damage proof 

methodology [2]. In blockchain technology, the 

transactions are registered in the public ledger [3]. 

To provide security, information stored in the 

blockchain is distributed across the overall computer 

network platform. It is defined as the data structure 

in which the records of transactions were stored. In 

the blockchain approach, transparency, 

decentralisation, and security are guaranteed. The 

blockchain information was stored in the form of 

blocks [4]. These blocks are controlled by the entire 

nodes present in the blockchain. Hence the central 

point of failure is avoided [5]. Nowadays, security in 

blockchain technology is one of the possible issues. 

Due to blockchain technology in most industries, the 

business thought of people will be changed. The 

recent behind the blockchain usage in industries is 

the reliability and the service providing capability. 

But some of the security issues present behind this 

blockchain technology [6].  

In blockchain technology, the decision-making 

process is mostly done by considering the entire 

node in the network [7]. To provide security in 

blockchain technology, the bitcoin cryptocurrency 
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scheme is used. This scheme contains the signature 

so that these networks are protected from the attacks 

of computer hackers [8]. The key-encryption 

technique was used in the blockchain for promoting 

security. So the illegal access to information was not 

possible. By using the public key for encryption, 

security issues arise. In decryption, the private key is 

used at the receiver side [9]. The double encryption 

technique such as ARX cypher encryption and the 

public key encryption was used for achieving 

security. For ensuring the secure exchange of public 

key, the Diffie-Hellman approach was used. This 

approach secures those public key by only accessing 

those keys between the sender and the receiver and 

preventing those keys from the intruders [10].  

The smart contract was used in the blockchain 

methodology for security enhancement. These codes 

are simple and easy to understand [11]. But some 

security issues arise when the new developers write 

the codes. If the new developers write these codes 

with solidity language, then these codes may be 

accessible by the intruders [12]. To secure the 

patient records efficiently, the Keyless Signature 

Infrastructure Blockchain (KSIBC) was used. In this 

approach, the authorised user verification was done 

using the Access control List (ACL). If the user was 

authorised, then they provide the digital signature 

for promoting integrity. These signatures are 

maintained as a secret for security purpose [13]. The 

attribute-based method, combined with multiple 

authorities, was used for promoting security. This 

method ensures the patient’s privacy and also 

promote the immutability of EHR [14]. 

For sharing the medical-related data in a secured 

manner, the MeDShare approach was used. It 

monitors whether the authorised sector or the 

intruder accessed the data and observed that the 

authorised sector uses those particular data to 

perform malicious activity [15]. For providing 

access control, the MeDShare system uses the 

intelligent contract approach containing data and 

code that are self-operating. The data-sharing model 

was designed for the secure transmission of data 

[16]. The MedBlock, the blockchain-based 

information handling system, was used to manage 

the information about the patient in a secured 

manner. Using this approach, accessing and 

retrieving the medical-related data was done 

efficiently [17]. The public key cryptography 

technique was used for providing security. In this 

technique, the accessibility and the modification of 

data were not possible [18].  

Blockchain is the methodology in which the 

transactional data was stored in a secured manner. It 

acts as the ledger-based approach. In medical data 

sharing, the blockchain and the InterPlanetary File 

System were combined to act as a buffer for storing 

the transactional data in which the health-related 

information was present. The health-related 

information was shared between the patient and the 

medical practitioner. To avoid security and privacy 

issues due to sharing information, a reliable access 

control mechanism such as smart contract and the 

etherium blockchain was incorporated in the 

blockchain approach. In the blockchain approach, 

data sharing and data uploading were done 

efficiently using the intelligent contract approach. In 

the blockchain, data security was provided for the 

shared community. The intruders don’t have the 

capability for reading or modifying the information 

present in the blockchain. Because of the distributed 

nature of information in the blockchain, the central 

point of failure was impossible, so that the 

blockchain approach was used in most industries. 

The contribution of the proposed paper is as follows; 

• To ensure security in sharing medical-related 

data, the blockchain management system is 

developed. This approach includes three 

essential layers: User Authentication, policy-

based Electronic Health Record (EHR) 

manager and Data encryption/decryption.  

• The system users are broadly classified into 

three, such as patient, doctor, and hospital staff. 

Then based on roles, these three users are 

divided into eight categories.  

• In this initial stage, the authentication of users 

is verified using a unique id, password and 

behaviour pattern. Here a tri-factor mechanism 

is used to verify the user.   

• Then the policy based EHR manager grand or 

restrict the access based on their roles. The 

EHR maintains a list of k-policies, which acts 

as a knowledge resource to enable the databank 

connection.  

• In the third component, an enhanced 16-bit 

XOR cryptography approach is used to encrypt 

the data while storing and decrypting during 

retrieval.  

The rest of the paper is organised as follows; the 

literature related to the security enhancement in the 

blockchain system is given in Section 2. Section 3 

describes the proposed blockchain management 

system. Then Section 4 gives the obtained 

performance of the proposed system. The 

subsequent section (Section 5) gives the conclusion 

of the paper.  
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2. Related works 

Many research works are available for the 

security enhancement of the blockchain. Some of 

the works are reviewed in this section. 

Yunifa Miftachul Arif et al. [19] have developed 

the blockchain-based data-sharing approach for a 

decentralised tourism destinations recommendation 

system. The data-sharing approach acknowledges 

the information broadcasting between the nodes 

present in the recommendation system. The 

recommendation system contains three primary 

nodes, such as user, server, and sensor node. Here 

the user node sends the evaluation data of the 

destination to the server node. The server node 

sends information about the tourism activities to the 

user node. The sensor node sends dynamic data such 

as admiration, weather, and traffic to the user node. 

Finally, the recommendations process had to be 

generated. 

Rokesh Kumar Yarava and Rajendra Prasad 

Singh [20] have presented secure and efficient cloud 

storage auditing based on the Diffie-hellman key 

exchange. The approach of Diffie-Hellman generate 

the key which was in the encrypted form and share 

those encrypted key in between the two parties such 

as the sender and destination. The ephemeral keys 

and the new key pair were created using the Diffie-

Hellman approach efficiently. Some of the 

encryption technique, such as the digital signature 

and Integrated Encryption Scheme (IES), was used 

for providing security. 

Chellan Edward Jaya Singh and Eppies Baburaj 

et al. [21] have presented the image encryption 

system. In the system, the images were encrypted 

using the double encryption method and the de-

duplication done on the images to enhance security. 

Initially, the modified Paillier encryption technique 

was used for promoting the security of images. After 

that, the XOR encryption was taken place. After 

performing the XOR encryption, the de-duplication 

were performed to secure the confidentiality of 

images.  

Clara Kanmani Arulanandu et al. [22] have 

presented the Resource Description Framework 

(RDF) encryption, and token-based access control 

system in which sensitive data in an RDF graph was 

encrypted and all other non-sensitive data were 

publicly lucid. This framework’s three essential 

procedures were the security process, the decryption 

process, and the query process. The consequence of 

the security process was encrypted data, encrypted 

metadata, and plain text fragments. The technique 

permits the token-based access control system for 

the decryption procedure. The query process 

incorporates the map-reduce framework was for 

lessening the immense measure of employments. 

Finally, the query answer was sent to the user in 

light of the system administrator's Access Token list 

(AT-list).  

Ting Yuan et al. [23] have presented the group 

key distribution scheme with self-healing property 

that enables users in a dynamic group to establish 

session keys over an unreliable network with 

constrained bandwidth resources. The system had 

limited group membership property with an upper 

bound on the number of users in the group. The 

scheme had a better trade-off between storage and 

communication overhead through modelling and 

analysis compared to previous work. In addition, the 

variant of the scheme enables key recovery from a 

single broadcast message. 

System in Ref. [19] proposed a 

recommendation-based data sharing system. It is 

suitable for standard or social data but security for 

handling medical records. In Ref. [20], a key 

exchange mechanism for effective encryption of 

data is proposed, but the technique does not 

concentrate on access control. The system in Ref. 

[21] have used XOR-based encryption without a 

proper access control mechanism. Two security 

mechanisms with proper key distribution were 

presented in Ref. [22] and Ref. [23]. However, this 

lack of providing a better mechanism to ensure the 

access control and data access policy. These issues 

are concentrated to rectify in the proposed system.  

3. Proposed methodology  

A secure and distributed blockchain system for 

hospital data storage is presented. This approach 

includes four essential components: end-user, 

policy-based Electronic Health Record (EHR) 

manager, data encryption/decryption, and data 

storage approach, such as an Interplanetary File 

System (IPFS). The system users are broadly 

classified into three, such as patient, doctor, and 

hospital staff. Then based on roles, these three users 

are divided into eight categories. In this initial stage, 

the users are assigned a unique id used for the 

authentication propose. Then the policy based EHR 

manager grand or restrict the access based on their 

roles. The EHR maintains a list of k-policies, which 

acts as a knowledge resource to enable the databank 

connection. In the third component, an enhanced 

16bit XOR cryptography approach is used to 

encrypt the data while storing and decrypting during 

retrieval. The data are stored in IPFS. The system 

architecture of the proposed blockchain system is 

given in Fig. 1.  
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Figure. 1 System architecture  
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Figure. 2 Format of the user ID 

3.1 User assignment and authentication 

In this phase, the users of the blockchain are 

assigned a unique user id. Here the users are broadly 

classified into the patient, doctor, and hospital staff.  

The user ID in this proposed method is assigned 

as a seven-bit code, in which the first-bit code 

represents the category of user, the second bit 

represents the role of the user, and the remaining 

five bits represents the serial number of the user. In 

this mechanism, eight types of users consider. Its 

category and role detail are described in Table 1.  

Table 1 showed the user category and rode detail. 

The table clearly shows that four categories of users 

with eight roles in total. The formatted user id can 

help to verify the unique id and to assign an access 

policy. In addition to the unique user id pattern, a 

security mechanism is included to ensure the 

authentication of the user. A tri-factor mechanism 

for user authentication is applied. The tri-factor user 

authentication scheme is referred to from Ref. [24]. 
 

Table 1. User category and role detail 

User 

Category 

Category 

Code 
User Role 

Role 

Code 

Admin A Admin 1 

Staff H 

Front Office 1 

Pharmacy 2 

Staff Nurse 3 

Doctor D 

Duty Doctor 1 

Specialist 

Doctor 
2 

Patient P 
In-Patient 1 

Out-Patient 2 

 

 

User Type Query Type Data Type Decision
 

Figure. 3 Rules pattern 

 

The step-by-step procedure of user tri-factor user 

authentication is as follows; 

Step 1: User ID and authentication password is 

verified as per similarity match.  

Step 2: The user initiates the blockchain access 

request.  

Step 3: The authentication wall evaluates the query 

frequency, in which the frequent usage of the query 

is evaluated. If the new query is found as usual, then 

the authentication wall enables access. Otherwise, 

the authentication wall restricts user access.  

The tri-factor user authentication in the 

authentication wall can act as gateway security to 

allow the authentic user to access the blockchain.  

3.2 Policy-based EHR manager 

In this phase, the EHR manager evaluates the 

policy to grant access to the blockchain. In this 

blockchain system, medical records are considering. 

Every data includes two significant portions, such as 

personal information (Per_Info) and medical 

information (Med_Info). The personal information 

includes the personal detail of the patient. Similarly, 

the medical information includes medical data 

related to medication, disease, etc. In these 

blockchains, the medical record is allowed to access 

by various time of users. But they are limited to 

access specific information based on the type of 

access request. The list of users and the rules used in 

the EHR manager is given in this section. There are 

48 rules constructed for deciding on the EHR 

manager. The rule pattern is shown in Fig. 3.  

In Fig. 3, the rule pattern is given; it includes 

four portions. The first portion is the user type, 

which is code as the combination of category code 

and role code, as in Table 1, e.g., H1 represents 

front office staff. The second portion represents the 

Query Type. In the proposed system, three types of 

query are considered, which are listed underneath.  

 

Query #1: Read/View a Data 

Query #2: Modify a Data 

Query #3: Add New Data 

 

Rules for Administrative User: Six rules for every 

function to every information is created for the 

administrative. In general, the authenticated 

administrative users are always allowed to access 

every piece of data in the blockchain. The rules 

suggested for the administrative user is listed below. 
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Administrator 

<A1/Read_Req/Per_Info/Grand_Access> 

<A1/Modi_Req/Per_Info/Grand_Access> 

<A1/Add_Req/Per_Info/Grand_Access> 

<A1/Read_Req/Med_Info/Grand_Access> 

<A1/Modi_Req/Med_Info/Grand_Access> 

<A1/Add_Req/Med_Info/Grand_Access> 

 

Rules for Staff User: In this system, three types of 

staff users, likewise Front Office User, Pharmacy 

User and Staff Nurse User. Hence 18 rules are 

constructed for staff user, among six rules per user 

type.   

Front Office User 

<H1/Read_Req/Per_Info/Grand_Access> 

<H1/Modi_Req/Per_Info/Grand_Access> 

<H1/Add_Req/Per_Info/Grand_Access> 

<H1/Read_Req/Med_Info/Denial_Access> 

<H1/Modi_Req/Med_Info/Denial_Access> 

<H1/Add_Req/Med_Info/Denial_Access> 

Staff Nurse User 

<H3/Read_Req/Per_Info/Grand_Access> 

<H3/Modi_Req/Per_Info/Grand_Access> 

<H3/Add_Req/Per_Info/Denial_Access> 

<H3/Read_Req/Med_Info/Grand_Access> 

<H3/Modi_Req/Med_Info/Denial_Access> 

<H3/Add_Req/Med_Info/Denial_Access> 

Pharmacy User 

<H2/Read_Req/Per_Info/Grand_Access> 

<H2/Modi_Req/Per_Info/Denial_Access> 

<H2/Add_Req/Per_Info/Denial_Access> 

<H2/Read_Req/Med_Info/Grand_Access> 

<H2/Modi_Req/Med_Info/Denial_Access> 

<H2/Add_Req/Med_Info/Denial_Access> 

 

Rules for Doctors: Two types of doctors are 

considered in the proposed blockchain system. Thus 

12 rules are created for the doctor, which is given 

below.  

Duty Doctor 

<D1/Read_Req/Per_Info/Grand_Access> 

<D1/Modi_Req/Per_Info/Grand_Access> 

<D1/Add_Req/Per_Info/Denial_Access> 

<D1/Read_Req/Med_Info/Grand_Access> 

<D1/Modi_Req/Med_Info/Grand_Access> 

<D1/Add_Req/Med_Info/Grand_Access> 

Specialist Doctor 

<D2/Read_Req/Per_Info/Grand_Access> 

<D2/Modi_Req/Per_Info/Denial_Access> 

<D2/Add_Req/Per_Info/Denial_Access> 

<D2/Read_Req/Med_Info/Grand_Access> 

<D2/Modi_Req/Med_Info/Grand_Access> 

<D2/Add_Req/Med_Info/Denial_Access> 

 

Rules for Patients: Similar to a doctor, two types of 

patients are considered, so it contains a total of 12 

rules which are listed below.  

In-Patient 

<P1/Read_Req/Per_Info/Grand_Access> 

<P1/Modi_Req/Per_Info/Grand_Access> 

<P1/Add_Req/Per_Info/Denial_Access> 

<P1/Read_Req/Med_Info/Grand_Access> 

<P1/Modi_Req/Med_Info/Denial_Access> 

<P1/Add_Req/Med_Info/Denial_Access> 

Out-Patient 

<P2/Read_Req/Per_Info/Grand_Access> 

<P2/Modi_Req/Per_Info/Grand_Access> 

<P2/Add_Req/Per_Info/Denial_Access> 

<P2/Read_Req/Med_Info/Denial_Access> 

<P2/Modi_Req/Med_Info/Denial_Access> 

<P2/Add_Req/Med_Info/Denial_Access> 

 

3.3 Medical record encryption/decryption based 

on 16bit-XOR cryptography  

The proposed blockchain system handles a 

medical record, so it should be secured before it is 

inserted into a blockchain. Here 16-bit XOR-based 

cryptography is proposed for the encryption and 

decryption of medical record. The step-by-step 

procedure for 16bit-XOR cryptography is given 

below; 

A. Data Conversion Phase 

Initially, the input data is converted into 16-bit 

binary data. In the medical record, some of the data 

might be in the string. So, the strings are converted 

to a number using ASCII before binary conversion. 

The pseudocode for the data conversion is given in 

Algorithm 1. The converted 16 binary is represented 

as four 4-bit binary data, further utilised in the 

subsequent steps.  

The pseudocode in Algorithm 1 gives the 

procedure for data conversion. In the data 

conversion phase, the primary intention is to convert 

the input string to binary. Let ‘x’ be the 

 
Algorithm 1: Pseudocode for data conversion 

Initialize Data : x

For ( i=1: x ):

      If (x( i ) is string)

            Tx = x( i )        // Individual String 

            For ( j = 1:length( Tx ) ):

                   // Binary Conversion after ASCII

                  Cd ( j )=BIN(ASCII( Tx( j ) ))  

            End For

      Else 

            // Binary Conversion of Number

            Cd = BIN( x( i ) )      

      End If

End For  
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input dataset, ‘Tx’ be the individual string in the 

dataset. If the string is a number, then it is converted 

to binary. Else it is converted to respective ASCII 

code before converting to binary.  

B. Data Encryption/Decryption Phase  

Binary data obtained from the previous phase 

are separated into four groups with 4-bits each. Then 

each group is split into two, and the group is split 

based on the ratio of its binary equivalence. Then 

the split binary sets are separately encrypted by 

performing an XOR operation. Finally, the 

encrypted data is stored in the blockchain. The 

process of encryption is shown in Fig. 4(a). 

On the other hand, the data are required to 

decrypt during retrieval. The medical data 

decryption in the retrieval process is shown in Fig. 

4(b).  

4. Results and discussion 

The proposed blockchain management system 

with 16-bit XOR cryptography is implemented using 

MATLAB 2020b, in windows platform with intel 

core i5 CPU and 8GB RAM. The performance of 

the system is evaluated considering a medical 

dataset UCI library [25].  

The effectiveness of the proposed system is 

evaluated based on the performance like Turnaround 

time, Tardiness, Actual time delay and Average 

actual time delay. To justify the effectiveness of the 

proposed system, it is compared with the existing 

techniques like XOR [21], ECC [26], RSA [27], 

AES [28] and DES [29].   

The turnaround time of the proposed system is  
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(b) 

Figure. 4 Flow of cryptographic process for HER: (a) 

Encryption and (b) Decryption 

evaluated and which is shown in Fig. 5. The figure 

clearly shows that the proposed system consumes 

less time than the other methods. Then Fig. 6 shows 

the tardiness. The tardiness is measured in the unit 

of sec, and the proposed system is comparatively 

better than the existing system with less tardiness.  

In Fig. 7, the actual time delay comparison is 

given; the proposed system has a minor delay than 

the other two systems. It shows that the proposed  

 

 
Figure. 5 Performance analysis of turnaround time 

 

 
Figure. 6 Performance analysis of Tardiness 

 

 
Figure. 7 Performance analysis of actual time delay 
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Figure. 8 Performance analysis of encryption time 

 

 
Figure. 9 Performance analysis of decryption time 

 

cryptographic scheme consumes less time to made 

decision. Thus, the system is adequate to maintain 

security in the medical blockchain.  

The encryption time and decryption time 

comparison are shown in Fig. 8 and 9, respectively. 

The encryption and decryption performance are 

compared using three datasets.  

For all three datasets, the encryption and 

decryption time of the proposed system is 

comparatively less than the other two cryptographic 

techniques. With fast encryption and decryption, the 

delay of the proposed system more diminutive than 

the other techniques, which is shown in Fig. 10.  

The throughput comparison of various security 

scheme is shown in Fig. 11. The figures clearly 

show that the throughput of the security schemes 

decreases as the length of the data bits increases. But 

the proposed system’s throughput maintained at the 

top position with better performance. The 

performance analysis proves that the proposed EHR 

management for the blockchain system performs 

well with improved speed and security.  

The comparison charts given in Fig. 5 to 11 

show the performance analysis proposed with other 
 

 
Figure. 10 Performance analysis of delay 

 

 
Figure. 11 Performance analysis of throughput 

 

existing techniques. In Fig. 5 the turnaround time of 

various technique is given, in which the turnaround 

time of 100 users is evaluated. The analysis clearly 

shows that the turnaround time of the proposed 16-

bit XOR is better than the other techniques. 

Similarly, the Tardiness and Actual time delay of 

100 users is shown in Fig. 6 and 7. Both the 

tardiness and actual time delay of all the user is 

better in the proposed technique. 

On the other hand, Fig. 8 and 9 shows the 

cumulative encryption and decryption time, 

respectively. The proposed 16-bit XOR technique 

consumed less time for encryption and decryption, 

which minimises the overall processing time. The 

comparison in Figure 10 shows the overall delay of 

various techniques, the delay by the proposed 16-bit 

XOR technique is less than 5ms up to 30MB files. 

Based on this performance analysis, it is proved that 

the effectiveness of the proposed 16-bit XOR is 

better than the other techniques. Ultimately, the 

proposed 16-bit XOR-based system is recommended 

for the security of medical record in the blockchain 

system. 
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5. Conclusion 

An advanced system for the EHR management 

system in blockchain with better security is 

proposed. The proposed system considered three 

layers of process. Each layer concentrated on 

attaining security. In the first layer, a user 

authentication wall is considered for verifying the 

user based on their id, password and behaviour 

pattern. Then in the second layer, the EHR manager 

with policies are maintained to check the user query 

to grand access using 48 rules. Light weight16-bit 

XOR cryptography is used to convert/retrieve the 

information to/from cybertext in the last layer. The 

system is evaluated based using three medical 

datasets, and its performance is evaluated based on 

turnaround time, tardiness, actual time delay and 

average actual time delay. The execution results 

show better performance with high tardiness and 

low delay, encryption and decryption time. The 

overall delay is less than 5ms for processing up to 

3MB file. The encryption and decryption time is 

lower than other techniques for processing both 

three datasets. The overall performance analysis 

proved the effectiveness of the proposed system. 

The system can be further enhanced in future work 

with the intrusion detection mechanism in the 

authentication layer.  
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